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The government reported last month that gross domestic product grew at a 0.2 percent annual pace in the first quarter. But weak March trade and inventories data suggested the economy actually contracted.

"EOLAS was a God-send because I was so much in the dark. I was like a zombie walking the streets. No direction to go, no plan, no understanding. After attending that course, I had a plan. I had an understanding," one family member commented.

Others said the fleet-wide checks were intended to check whether any more serious flaws had slipped through the thousandsof hours of flight testing, something considered unlikely by people involved in steering the project out of past crises.

Ban would be the first U.N. chief to visit the factory park that opened in 2004 in the town of Kaesong just north of the heavily fortified border. He would also be the first U.N. Secretary-General to visit North Korea since his predecessor Boutros Boutros-Ghali traveled there in 1993.

To ensure you reap the full benefits of your sunscreen’s SPF, you need to apply 1-ounce, which is equivalent to the size of a shot glass, about 30 minutes before you’re exposed to the sun – this allows the sunscreen’s ingredients to take full effect.

** Shell has received a 464 million euro ($529 million) binding offer for its Butagaz liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) business in France from DCC, marking the next step in the Anglo-Dutch oil major’s drive to sell downstream assets.

The rise of Islamist group Boko Haram in the north-east has put security at the centre of their election campaigns, but the candidates are at odds over how to handle the insurgency in Africa’s biggest oil producer. Boko Haram has recently pledged allegiance to...
Islamic State.
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His budget restraint, however, doesn't extend to defense spending, where he says the nation should be spending more. "National defense may not be the only priority of federal government, but it should always be the first priority," he's said.
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“Emoji is the fastest growing form of language ever based on its incredible adoption rate and speed of evolution,” explained Vyv Evans, linguistics professor at Bangor University, who teamed up with TalkTalk for the study into 2000 mobile users.
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Mum and dad had always loved music, especially classical, and they used to go to concerts. It was a big part of who Ronnie was and, even when he was fading in other respects, it was a part we could still see glimpses of when he was handed the harmonica.